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PREFACE
The 10th International Symposium on Electrochemical Impedance Analysis (EIA) is the
next link of the well established chain of EIA conferences held every three years. The
present edition of EIA is held in the beautiful scenery the Bulgarian Rila Mountains and
intends to bring together the experts on the most recent advances and applications of
Electrochemical Impedance Analysis.
Maintaining the tradition of previous conferences, EIA10 aims to provide a common
platform for scientists and experts from international research and industrial institutions
to share knowledge, ideas, and achievements, as well as to create a friendly
environment for fruitful discussions (both in and out of the lecture halls) on impedance
data analysis, which is the crucial step in every electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy investigation. Answering the increasing demands to strengthen the link
between theoretical achievements and technological advancement, the 10th edition of
EIA opens a forum for discussion of recent developments and new trends in
impedance measurement techniques, organizing an exhibition and session dedicated
to equipment producers. In addition, EIA10 aims to encourage and educate the next
generation of experts in the field, welcoming students and junior scientists to participate
in a special session dedicated to young researchers.
The symposium is enriched with two sessions dedicated to the understanding of the
impedance analysis role and prospects in the development of next-generation catalysts
and electrodes for fuel cells, organized by the EERA joint program „Fuel Cells and
Hydrogen Technologies” (Sub-program “Catalysts and Electrodes”).
We wish to express out gratitude to the members of the Scientific Committee for their
expertise and professional support, to all participants for their eager interest and
valuable scientific contributions, as well as to the members of the Organizing
Committee from the Institute of Electrochemistry and Energy Systems of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences, who have tirelessly worked together to allow this conference to
continue the EIA tradition.
We would like to acknowledge with gratitude the support of the International Society of
Electrochemistry, the Ministry of Education and Science (Program “Support of
International Scientific Events Organized in the Republic of Bulgaria”), the Europen
Energy Resaerch Allianses, the Institute of Electrochemistry and Energy Systems and
the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.
It is our great pleasure to welcome you all to Borovets and wish you a pleasant and
fruitful stay.

Daria VLADIKOVA

Zdravko STOYNOV

Scientific Committee Co-Chairs
Institute of Electrochemistry and Energy Systems
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
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LIKE. BULGARIA
Welcome to Bulgaria, a postcard-sized country that has it all: mystical forests, golden
shores, snowy peaks, ancient fortresses, heavenly monasteries and astounding natural
wonders. It is a place where civilization and nature meet to create the perfect blend
between urban life and the great outdoors and where everything is within an arm's
reach.
Bulgaria lies at the heart of the Balkan Peninsula, building a bridge between the classy
and sophisticated West and the colorful and friendly East and, quite naturally, is heavily
influenced by both. The country was formed in 681 AD and this makes it one of the
oldest in Europe and the world. Hence, the numerous historical and cultural
monuments one will find here. In terms of territory, it occupies the mere 111 thousand
square kilometers which makes it a real tiny gem, offering so much with so little.
The attractions Bulgaria offers are varied and exciting: skiing, windsurfing, hiking, spa,
golf, fine dining, organic delights, world-class performances, ancient archaeological
sites, historical monuments, museums with priceless artifacts and much more. Bulgaria
is among the most affordable destinations in Europe where the wishes of even the
most exacting of tourists will be satisfied. And once visited, it will always give you
something to come back for. Let the journey begin!
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LIKE. BULGARIA
Bulgaria is one of the oldest European countries and is the only one that hasn't
changed its name ever since it was founded.
Bulgaria ranks third in Europe only after Greece and Italy for the number of its valuable
archaeological monuments.
The famous Bulgarian rose oil is used for making some of the world’s most popular and
expensive perfumes. One gram rose oil is produced out of 1000 rose blossoms.
Bulgarians express approval by shaking their heads rather than nodding.
World's first digital wristwatch was developed by the Bulgarian Peter Petroff.
Bulgaria is second in the world in international IQ tests and fourth in the world in per
capita university education after the US, Japan, and the UK.
The Bulgarian folk song "Izlel e Delio Haydutin" has been flying around open space
together with Bach’s and Mozart’s greatest works since 1977 when the Voyager 1 & 2
probes left the Earth.
Bulgarian yogurt is the best in the world thanks to the unique Lactobacillus Bulgaricus
bacteria used for its production, found naturally on the territory of the country.
Bulgaria has the most natural mineral springs in Continental Europe – over 600.
The Bulgarian army has never lost a single flag in battle.
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Capacitance and Potential of Zero Total Charge (Pztc) Measurements on
Au(100) in An Ionic Liquid, BMIPF6
T. Pajkossy1*, S. Vesztergom2, C. Müller3 and T. Jacob3
1
Research Centre of Natural Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Magyar
tudósok körútja 2, Budapest, Hungary, H-1117
2
Eötvös Loránd University, Pázmány Péter sétány 1/A, Budapest, Hungary, H-1117.
3
Institute of Electrochemistry, University of Ulm, and Helmholtz-Institute-Ulm (HIU),
Helmholtzstrasse, 89069 Ulm, Germany
*
pajkossy.tamas@ttk.mta.hu
The electrochemical double layer (EDL) is generally regarded as an electrostatic charge
structure. Time does not appear as a variable in most of the EDL theories, which implies that
(according to these theories) the formation of the double layer requires virtually no time, and
from an electrical point of view, it can be considered as an ideal, frequency-independent
capacitance. Indeed, in the case of aqueous electrolytes, the double layer is formed
immediately as the surface gets wet, and its rearrangement processes are also very fast (as
reflected by the capacitance spectra, where frequency-dependent parts, if any, appear only at
high frequencies).
This is not the case, however, with ionic liquids. Here the double layer formation and
rearrangement processes are much slower compared to aqueous systems. On the double layer
capacitance spectra, arcs appear on the complex plane plots even below 1 Hz as it has already
been demonstrated for a couple of ionic liquid | metal electrodes; specifically for the title system
see Fig.1a [1]. The current transients recorded during immersion also indicate that the formation
of the double layer requires minutes.
In the present talk, the results of immersion experiments will be demonstrated. An Au(100)
electrode, annealed in inert atmosphere, has been immersed in BMIPF6 ionic liquid under
controlled potential. During immersion, the current has been recorded and by integration, the
electric charge of the metal was obtained as a function of time. The potential of zero total
charge (pztc) in steady state was found to be around +0.2V vs Ag/AgCl. It was also found,
however, that in the vicinity of the pztc, the current is not a monotonous function of time
(Fig.1b).
a

b

We conclude that in the formation of the double layer, at potentials slightly more anodic than
the pztc, two steps can be identified: first the cations get closer to the Au surface, then the
anions do; while at potentials more cathodic than the pztc, the situation changes to its opposite.
The presented observation may explain the “double-arc” features of the complex plane
capacitance spectra measured on the same system.
Reference:

[1] T. Pajkossy and D.M. Kolb, Electrochem. Comm., 13 (2011) 284–286.
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Impedance of the Catalytic EC’ Processes
P. Połczyński and R. Jurczakowski*
University of Warsaw, Department of Chemistry, Laboratory of Electroanalytical
Chemistry, Biological and Chemical Research Centre,
Zwirki i Wigury 101, PL-02-093 Warsaw, Poland
*
rafjur@chem.uw.edu.pl
Impedance spectroscopy, unlike any other electrochemical method, can provide a full
insight into the mechanism and kinetics of electrode processes. However, the interpretation of
impedance spectra is possible only for systems having a meaningful mathematical description
leading to a proper equivalent circuit.
In this study we provide, for the first time, an exact analytical solution for impedance of
catalytic processes involving redox mediators. In such systems various electroinactive and quite
inert molecules can be catalytically oxidized or reduced by means of redox mediators that carry
electrons from or to the electrode surface. The results obtained for general case in the rigorous
treatment provide a powerful research tool that can be used in studies of many important
catalytic processes, such as mediated carbon dioxide electroreduction, electrochemical
combustion of persistent environmental pollutants, catalytic hydrogen evolution, enzyme
oxidation/reduction, electrochemistry of nucleic acids, amino acids and numerous other
bioanalytical applications.
Unusual impedance characteristics have been found for systems having unequal
diffusivities of the oxidized and reduced forms of the redox mediator. Depending on the ratio of
diffusion coefficients the spectra are either markedly deformed at low frequency range (Fig. 1)
or an inductive loop appears at the complex plane [1]. It is impossible to ﬁt these spectra in the
whole frequency range, neither with the Gerischer impedance nor with any other known transfer
function. This behavior is related to a novel impedance element, derived in this study, which
reduces to Gerischer impedance when both diffusion coefficients are equal. The resistance of
the charge transfer Rct has been found to be potential independent at far anodic or far cathodic
overpotentials for electrocatalytic oxidation and reduction, respectively. It is shown that key
parameters of catalytic systems such as both heterogeneous and homogeneous rate constants,
and the ratio of diffusion coefficients may be readily obtained even from a single impedance
spectrum.
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Fig. 1. Complex plane plot of mass transfer impedance derived in this study for catalytic systems with
unequal diffusion coefficients of the redox mediator: diffusion coefficients ratio 2=1,25 and 2=2,00.
Continuous lines represent fitting results with Gerischer and Havriliak-Negami transfer funcitions, dashed
lines represent extrapolation of fitted impedance in unfitted frequency range

References

[1] R. Jurczakowski, P. Połczyński, J. Phys. Chem. 118 (2014) 7980–7988.
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Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy of n-Si(100) Pre-etched by KOH
or BHF
F. G. C. Lima1,2*, U. Mescheder2, H. Reinecke1
1
Institut für Mikrosystemtechnik, Georges-Köhler-Allee 103, 79110 Freiburg im
Breisgau, Germany
2
Hochschule Furtwangen University, Robert-Gerwig-Platz 1, 78120 Furtwangen,
Germany
*
lima@hs-furtwangen.de
Native SiO2 from the Si substrates can be removed by several etching processes before (or
during) electroplating processes. BHF and KOH were investigated in this work. BHF presents
high selectivity of SiO2 etching in respect to the Si substrate and KOH has a lower selectivity,
thus, creating some defects on the Si surface. These surface defects can cause several
changes at the electrode/electrolyte interface such as modification of the Helmholtz layer
capacitance, introduction of surface states and changes on the space charge layer since the
presence of surface states can shift the flat band potential of semiconductors according to
5
1
Morrison. [1] Therefore, impedance measurements between frequencies of 2x10 - 10 Hz in a
0.01 M CuSO4 + 0.05 M H2SO4 solution were made with n-type Si(100), resistivity between 5 to
10 Ω cm. Prior to the measurement, they have been either etched for 2.5 minutes by KOH (40
o
o
wt.%) at 60 C or for 5 s by a 7:1 BHF solution at 31 C, rinsed with de-ionized water and
ultrasonic cleaned for about 2 minutes in isopropanol.
Depending on the bias voltage applied during the EIS, different effects can be investigated.
In the depletion regime, the space charge layer capacitance gets much smaller than the others
and a simple RC circuit can be used as equivalent circuit. However, electrochemical deposition
of metals is usually done using more negative potentials, closer to the accumulation regime.
The last regime was chosen for our investigations because the capacitances involved in the
system get closer in magnitude and can be observed in the diagrams. However, equivalent
circuits get more complex.
The rough surfaces created by KOH etching are expected to present higher active electrode
area and surface state density in comparison with samples etched by BHF. The area might
influence proportionally on the double layer capacitance. However, it has not been noticed any
considerable changes on the fitted surface state values and, contradictorily, capacitances
presented lower magnitude when etched by KOH. According to the graphs of current in function
of time, it seems that the systems with rough interfaces have slower charging response time
due to the difficulty of ion rearrangement in the liquid phase corresponding to the solid phase
side of the interface. The polarization resistances obtained are much higher for KOH etched
samples which indicate higher stability of the terminations on these surfaces.

Fig. 1. Impedance diagrams under bias voltage of -0.1 and -0.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl/KCl) for n-Si(100) etched
by BHF and KOH

References

[1] S. R. Morrison, Electrochemistry of Semiconductor and Oxidized Metal Electrodes, Plenum Pressus,
New York, 1981.
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Growth and Dissolution of Passive Films – Estimation of Kinetic
Parameters From EIS and XPS Data
M. Bojinov
Hydrogen Technology Centre, University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy, 1756
Sofia, Bulgaria
martin@bgh2society.org
The relatively large number of adjustable parameters often precludes the unambiguous
interpretation of electrochemical impedance spectra in terms of a unique kinetic model.
In the present paper, kinetic modelling of passive films on metals and alloys is discussed,
emphasizing the possibilities offered by a combination between in-situ electrochemical
impedance spectroscopic data and ex-situ surface analytical information obtained by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy to improve the credibility of the estimates of the kinetic and
transport parameters.
Two electrode systems in which passive oxide films are formed – titanium in ethylene
glycol-water-fluoride solutions and nickel-based alloy (alloy 690) in simulated pressurized water
reactor coolant – are used as representative examples to demonstrate the different approaches
taken to analyse the experimental data in terms of the Mixed-Conduction Model.
Ways to extract information on the rate-limiting steps of the process of passive film
formation, growth and restructuring are described and the significance of the obtained
parameters for the rate-limiting steps of the process of metal and alloy dissolution in the passive
state is discussed.
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Reduction of Perchlorate Ions on Noble Metals
G. Láng* and M. Ujvári
Institute of Chemistry, Laboratory of Electrochemistry and Electroanalytical
Chemistry&Department of Physical chemistry, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest,
Hungary, H-1117 Budapest, Pázmány P. s. 1/A
*
langgyg@chem.elte.hu
It is a general opinion that the adsorption of perchlorate ions on noble metal electrodes is
very weak and the reduction of perchlorate ions is not taking place under the actual
experimental conditions. On the other hand, chemical and electrochemical reactions that lead to
the reduction of perchlorate are of great interest to those seeking economical and efficient
methods e.g. for the remediation of contaminated groundwater since the presence of
perchlorate in the environment is a potential health concern [1,2]. The discovery of perchlorates
by Phoenix Mars Lander [3] has also triggered a high interest for this ion that was formerly
considered to be rare on the surface of Earth.
It is known that perchlorate reduction is favored thermodynamically in aqueous solutions.
The standard potential of the electrode reaction for the eight-electron reduction to chloride is
1.388 V, however the process is kinetically inhibited. This is why in the electrochemical literature
it’s very often assumed, that perchlorate ions are stable in aqueous solutions so their reactions
can be neglected during electrochemical investigations. As a consequence, perchlorate
containing solutions are widely used in electrochemical studies with various electrodes.
However, there are several metals which can either reduce perchlorates themselves, or at least
can act as an electrode material, on which the perchlorate ions can be electrochemically
transformed to chloride. Evidence for the occurrence of the reduction process has been
reported for many electrodes [4]. These findings constitute a warning that the reduction process
may also significantly influence the electrocatalytic activity of metals in solutions containing
perchlorate ions
The aim of the present work was to investigate the kinetics and mechanism of perchlorate
reduction on some noble metals (e.g. rhodium and ruthenium) at different temperatures by
using electrochemical methods. Results of various measurements will be presented with special
attention to impedance spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry, and chronoamperometry. Changes of
the interfacial stress have been measured by the electrochemical bending beam (cantilever
bending) method [5] as functions of the electrode potential and of the concentration of chloride
ions. It could be shown that chloride ions change the interfacial stress and exert an inhibiting
effect on the reduction process indicating the role of competitive adsorption. According to
rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiments the desorption rate of chloride ions depends strongly
on the hydrodynamic conditions, probably through desorption/diffusion coupling [6,7].
On the basis of kinetic models expressions have been derived for the impedance of the
electrodes. Characteristic parameters of the considered systems have been determined directly
or have been evaluated from impedance data by CNLS fitting.
Financial support from the Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (grants OTKA-K109036,
OTKA-67994/OMFB-01078/2007) are gratefully acknowledged.
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Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy for Simultaneous Evaluation of
Chloride Sensors Performance and Steel Response in Model Environment
F. Pargar*, D. Koleva* and K. van Breugel
Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences, Department Materials & Environment,
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands, Stevinweg 1, 2628CN, Delft, NL
*
f.pargar@tudelft.nl; d.a.koleva@tudelft.nl
Chloride-induced corrosion has a significant impact on economy and is an increasingly
important concern, being directly linked to societal and health-related risks. Therefore,
monitoring and control of corrosion initiation and propagation are required. One way to
determine corrosion risks well in advance is to monitor the chloride level in the vicinity of the
steel reinforcement, employing suitable sensors. In addition, evaluation of the corrosion state of
the steel re-bars will give a complete overview for a proper assessment of a civil structure.
Generally accepted and used in civil structures are Ag/AgCl electrodes as chloride sensors.
However, durability and stability of these sensors in highly alkaline environment (as concrete)
are of concern. To this end, the electrochemical behavior of Cl-sensors and steel rods was
monitored in equal environmental conditions. One of the objectives of this study was to justify
the electrochemical regimes for sensors preparation/durability, considering resulting properties
of the AgCl layer (Fig.1 right) in terms of adhesion, porosity, sensitivity. Cyclic voltammetry
(CVA, Fig.1 left) is a valuable tool, providing information for nucleation, growth and stability of
the AgCl layer in the chosen environment. Next, the properties and stability of the sensors were
0.x10
studied in model solutions,
by employing electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
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Fig. 1. (left) CVA scans for a Ag wire in 1M HCl: peaks at current densities/potentials for AgCl layer
nucleation (p.1) formation and growth (hysteresis loop FW scan), and reduction (p.2, 3); (right): SEM
micrograph of AgCl layer on Ag surface, depicting regions corresponding to the CVA curves in Fig.1 (left)

Finally, EIS was used to monitor both electrochemical behavior, surface layer properties
and bulk matrix (cement-based) properties, for both sensors and steel rods when these were
conditioned in one and the same cement-based specimen. EIS is the only technique able to
simultaneously and non-destructively derive microstructural properties (region 1, Fig. 2), AgCl
layer or steel surface layer characteristics (regions 2, Fig.2) and parameters related to charge
transfer or diffusion processes (W impedance in Fig. 2. left, low freq. not shown for Fig. 2 right).
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Fig. 2. EIS response of Ag/AgCl sensors (left) and steel rods (right) embedded in cement paste

The paper further correlates EIS parameters to microstructural ones, derived for both
sensors and steel rods. Results from SEM/EDX investigation and X-ray surface analysis justify
the hypothesized dependence of AgCl formation and micro-structure on subsequent properties
and durability/sensitivity upon prolonged exposure in the relevant (aqueous and solid)
environments.
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Bridging experimental and numerical research: development and
optimization of advanced characterization tools based on Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy
L. Colmenares
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Sælands vei 12, Trondheim, Norway
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The developments of new techniques for ex-situ and in-situ characterization of materials, as
well as the advances made in theoretical and experimental models have motivated the
development and implementation of new materials for fuel cells and hydrogen generation
technologies.
In the frames of the EERA Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Technologies Joint Programme (EERA
FC&H2 JP), the Sub-Programme (SP2) Catalyst and Electrode will mainly target for developing
a new generation highly active, low cost and durable catalysts and electrodes. This will be
addressed by the identification of the requirements of each electrochemical process which
defines the type of electrode to be used. By harmonizing activities with other SPs, especially
with SP Modelling, validation and diagnostics, a rational catalyst and electrode design would be
achieved by the joint development and optimization of advanced characterization tools
combining numerical and experimental research.
In order to provide reliable data for model validation and for performance prediction a big
effort is needed to develop reliable characterization tools. In particular, ex-situ and in-situ cell
tests for the characterization of individual phenomena, accelerated aging experiments, postmortem analysis, and dedicated advanced optical and spectroscopic techniques to analyze the
relation between material structure and operating and degradation conditions should be
combined.
Numerical modelling must be completed by specific experimental tests that provide input for
the model (e.g. determination of physical properties of materials by tomography and 3D
reconstruction of the structure, catalyst size distribution, hydrophobicity, electrokinetic
parameters) and for model validation (e.g. visualization of liquid water by tomography or by
optical methods, locally resolved current and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) –
using segmented cells, polarization curves, local temperature and pressure measurements).
The coupling of EIS with microstructural characterization (post mortem analysis) can strongly
increase the information capabilities. Only by correct experimental validation detailed simulation
can effectively accelerate and optimize the achievement of next-generation catalyst and
electrodes for fuel cell and electrochemical cell systems.
In the frames of the EIS symposium, EERA FC&H2 JP SP2 is grateful to invite our scientific
community to participate on this workshop, which will be mainly dedicated to elucidate the role
and contribution of the current characterization tools to the experimental validation. High
emphasis will be put on understanding the role of impedance analysis, its current contribution
and foreseen challenges to join the development of next-generation catalysts and electrodes.
Together we shell try to identify how impedance can contribute to development of advanced
catalysts characterization and experimental validation tests; where we are and what are the
challenges for further development of EIS as one of the most powerful techniques to support the
experimental validation approaches.
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Advanced Impedance Techniques in SOFC Studies
D. Vladikova* and Z. Stoynov
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Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 10 Acad. G. Bonchev Str., 1113 Sofia, Bulgaria
*d.vladikova@bas.bg
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is regarded as one of the most powerful
techniques for investigation of electrochemical systems due to its unique capability for
separation of the kinetics of different steps comprising the overall electrochemical process.
Since impedance measurements are performed in a large frequency range (about 9 decades),
processes with big difference in velocities and time-constants can be monitored, distinguished
and evaluated – fast electronic conduction, fast electrochemical kinetics, diffusion and other
types of transport limitations, as well as formation and growth of new phases.
Based on the fundamental Fourier Transform and on other mathematical and software
algorithms, the impedance measurement technique of our days is extremely sensitive, selective
and adaptive. The best instruments and facilities of this type may cover more than 11 frequency
decades and are capable of measuring resistances from micro-Ohms up to Terra-Ohms and
capacitances from pico-Farads up to kilo-Farads. Well computerized equipment ensures easy
performance and visualization of the measurements directly in the complex plain impedance
diagrams and Bode plots.
The correct interpretation of the results depends on two important steps in the impedance
investigation: (i) measurement of reliable data of good quality, which collect information about
the nature of the object; (ii) data analysis based on construction of objective working models of
a physical type, describing the properties of the processes, taking place in the object under
study.
In this presentation some specific techniques and approaches for application of EIS in solid
state are presented and illustrated with a series of examples on SOFC studies. A summary of
the information which can be extracted from the impedance measurements and applied to
provide input for mathematical modeling of fuel cells is also included.
Acknowledgements
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Analysis of Superposed Relaxation Processes in EIS Spectra of High
Temperature Fuel Cells in Order to Individualize the Degradation
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The scientific community is now concerned in improving the robustness and reliability of
High Temperature Fuel Cells (SOFCs and MCFCs) to surpass a lifespan of 40.000 hours under
diverse operating conditions. In order to attain this goal, ameliorated and novel analysis tools
and techniques are required to study potential second-generation cells in-depth.
Relevant performance information can be obtained from traditional analysis techniques (i.e.
polarization curves), nevertheless these lack in providing high qualitative information of the
diverse physicochemical processes occurring in the electrochemical cell: reaction kinetics,
charge transfer, mass transport, Ohmic losses, etc… Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
(EIS) measurements can shed light on these different-nature processes as each one of them
has associated a unique time-constant (known as relaxation time) and therefore each
phenomenon exhibits at a different frequency.
Despite the suitability of impedance spectroscopy to analyze electrochemical systems
attending to the above stated properties, due to the high complexity of SOFCs and MCFCs, the
responses of the different physicochemical processes to the EIS excitation signal are often
convoluted because the relaxation times lie too close together, generating an overlapping in the
Bode plot and hindering the individualization of these processes. In order to overcome this
detrimental characteristic inherent to fuel cells, an alternative approach for analyzing impedance
spectra has been employed in the present work with a method that allows the calculation of a
distribution function of relaxation times [1-3] and relaxation amplitudes of impedance-related
processes from experimental data (Eq.1).
Z ∗ (ω) = R + R ∑
c
(1)

The extraction of the aforementioned distribution function (c ) is not trivial as the inversion
of the equation is an “ill-posed” problem and cannot be solved directly. The most renown and
reliable method to solve these kinds of problems is the Tikhonov regularization algorithm [4],
which has been implemented in an in-house program run in Matlab ®.
The association of the relaxation processes to the physicochemical processes can be done
by varying different operative parameters of the cell: temperature, pO2, pH2, pCO2, etc… one at
a time whilst maintaining the rest of them constant and observing how the different peaks
modify. Once each process has been identified, an equivalent circuit model (ECM) can be
created with each element representing a single process.
If EIS measurements are carried out periodically for endurance testing, this methodology
elucidates how each of the physicochemical processes degrades with time under determined
conditions. This is regarded as a crucial methodology to analyze the effects of H2S and SO2 in
MCFCs and the use of biogas in SOFCs.
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High-temperature electrolysis (HTE) is a quite recent topic where most of the studies are
focused on performance measurements and degradation observations. Chronopotentiometry
can be an interesting tool to achieve such purposes. However, its use has limited interest since
it only leads to understanding of the overall cell. To get more insight on the functioning of the
cell, one can use a powerful tool such as Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS).
Indeed, when used in particular conditions, EIS allows distinguishing different phenomena
contributing to electrochemical reaction and degradation mechanisms. Besides, the twoelectrode configuration allows applying EIS to any single cell. In this study, EIS and
chronopotentiometry were combined in order to characterise the electrochemical performance
and behavior of a commercial cathode-supported cell.
Analysis of different parameters such as current density, temperature, PH2O/PH2 ratio or
H2O electrode gas flow rate and the use of Electrical Equivalent Circuit (EEC) allowed the
deconvolution of impedance diagrams into three or four arcs, each arc characterised by
specifics capacitance and relaxation frequency (see figure 1 below). Thus, each arc can be
ascribed to a phenomenon directly related to the electrochemical reactions or cell degradation.
Our analyses conduced to the following identification: the high frequency arc characterised by
(CHF = 1 mF/cm², fHF = 100 Hz) is related to charge transfer at the electrode/electrolyte interface,
while the low frequency arc characterised by (CLF = 10 F/cm², fLF = 0.1 Hz) is attributed to gas
diffusion at the H2O electrode. Further analyses are required to conclude for the middle
frequency part of the impedance diagram. This work constitutes an important step for the in situ
diagnosis by EIS of solid oxide electrolyser cell reaction mechanisms and degradation.

Fig.1. Arrhenius plots showing relaxation frequency and capacitance orders of magnitude.
PH2O/PH2 = 9 (H2O electrode), air (O2 electrode), H2O electrode gas flow rate x1
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Study of Reliability of SOFC Cathode Impedances at Applied
Overpotentials
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In case of measuring separately the behavior of SOFC electrodes the concern of the
reliability of impedance results was highlighted by many authors [1-3], especially when
overpotentials are applied. A flat thin electrolyte-supported cell in a three-electrode configuration
is often investigated, where the RE is deposited in a ring-shape around the WE, being a very
convenient geometry from an experimental point of view. The problem arises when the RE is
placed in an electrolyte region, which is not equipotential and inaccuracy becomes particularly
pronounced when WE and CE are not aligned or have different area specific resistances.
In this work LSM cathodes were investigated on a YSZ electrolyte-supported cell, using an
electrolyte 3 mm thick.
Two types of cells were prepared: the first (CellA) according to the geometric requirements
suggested in literature [4]: little WE (diameter 3 mm) aligned to the CE and with equal Rp and
time constant; RE co-planar around the WE and placed at a distance greater than threeelectrolyte thickness from the WE; the second one (CellB) equal to CellA but with a larger WE
(diameter 8 mm). Impedance measurements were carried out both in two- and three-electrode
configuration, at OCV and under applied overpotentials (Fig. 1).
A preliminary comparison between the results extracted from CellB both at two- and threeelectrodes confirms that a thick electrolyte allows extracting suitable three-electrode impedance
results in case of OCV conditions. On the other side, when an overpotential is applied, the
impedance spectra extracted from CellA and CellB are comparable only at little overpotentials
(η < 0.2 V).

Fig. 1. Impedance spectra extracted at 850 °C, at OCV and different overpotentials
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Impedance Approach to Hydrogen Evolution at GC/Ru Electrodes:
Influence of Differently Modified GC Electrode Supports
V. Horvat-Radošević, K. Magdić and K. Kvastek
Rudjer Bošković Institute, Bijenička c. 54, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
vhorvat@irb.hr
Hydrogen catalysis is important scientific and technological field, playing the key role in
various electrochemical devices for clean and sustainable energy. Here, only polished and
electrochemically modified glassy carbon, GC, electrodes comprising similar amounts of
deposited Ru particles are selected as model catalysts and examined for hydrogen evolution
reaction, HER, in 0.5 mol dm3 H2SO4 electrolyte solution. Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy, EIS, technique was applied and experimental data are checked for various
impedance model functions, including under- and over-potential hydrogen adsorption, hydrogen
absorption and evolution of H2 1.

3

Fig.1. Experimental and calculated impedance spectra (Z'' vs. Z') of GC/Ru electrodes in 0.5 mol dm
H2SO4 at selected potentials of HER: a) only polished and b) electrochemically modified GC
electrodes

In Fig. 1, impedance spectra of two different GC/Ru electrodes measured in the HER region
of potentials can be compared, indicating the same mechanism of HER proceeding through
over-potential adsorption of hydrogen at Ru sites (two semicircle paths), but higher activity for
electrochemically modified GC/Ru electrode (lower impedance values). Higher activity of HER
can be related to higher utilization of Ru particles deposited at more developed surface of
electrochemically modified GC electrode 2.
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Impedance under Forced Convection Conditions. Measurements and
Analysis
A. Survila
Center for Physical Sciences and Technology, Institute of Chemistry. A. Goštauto 9,
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Regularities of impedance obtained at varying intensity of forced convection are considered.
Analytical expressions were obtained for faradaic impedance, ZF, when the depth of penetration
of the concentration wave into the steady-state diffusion layer is minor and the rate of the
electrochemical process is controlled by both charge transfer and diffusion. As ZF can be
represented by the resistance Rs and capacitance Cs in series, 1/Rs and Cs were found to vary
linearly with the current density i, when the electrode potential and the frequency of alternating
voltage are kept constant. Then, the value of C0, found by extrapolation of Cs to i = 0, depends
only on diffusion characteristics (D) of the system, whereas the slope b of “Cs - i” plots is also
characterized by kinetic parameters (, ks) of the charge transfer process. It is remarkable that
no surface area of the electrode is required to obtain the parameter b and the dependence of
directly measured capacitance (unrelated to the surface unit) vs. direct current (instead of i) may
be used for this purpose.
Specifically, the following relationship is obtained for the reaction of M

Cs  C0  bi 

2

n+

+ ne → M:

2

n F 2D
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  nF 
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0  
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 RT  RTk s 
 RT

0
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where 0 is the overvoltage reckoned from the formal potential (E ) of the M|M electrode.
Similar relationships can be obtained for redox processes involving formation of soluble
product. However, the mathematical treatment of the systems containing metal complexes
becomes rather complicated and the analytical expressions are available only with certain
simplifications [1].
General conclusions following from the relations obtained are:
 Cs linearly increases with cathodic current density and decreases with anodic I;
 b linearly decreases with  .
Relationships, similar to Eq. (1) and its derivatives, were employed for analysis of
+
2+
impedance data obtained for various systems (Pt|K3Fe(CN)6, K4Fe(CN)6, Tl(Hg)|Tl , Cu|Cu ,
-Ag|Ag(I), SCN ) [1]. Predicted by the theory linear dependences were confirmed experimentally
and obtained values of diffusion and kinetic parameters were in line with the respective
literature data.
Further development of this method could be directed to more complex multistep
processes. Since a low level of perturbation is applied in the EIS, the system under investigation
might be treated as linear. Then the effect of forced convection on the each stage of
electrochemical process could be analyzed individually. At the same time, the method under
consideration seems to offer the certain promise for investigation of interactions between
faradaic and non-faradaic processes.
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Multispectral Impedance Measurement in Embedded Systems
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In different applications like electric vehicles and stationary energy storage high
power/energy cells are the most expensive part. For proper and safe usage extensive
knowledge about the batteries and their current state is necessary for both
management hardware and system designers. In the laboratory Impedance Spectroscopy (IS)
is an adequate method to investigate internal electrochemical processes as charge transfer
and diffusion [1]. Thus the complex transfer function is fitted to a model and used to rate the
state of the battery [2], [3].
For batteries the measurement is usually done in a frequency range from about 10 mHz
to1 kHz [2]. Even using multispectral measurement approaches measurement times of
several minutes arise. The measurement time, the very low internal impedance (1 mΩ) of the
battery, the wide frequency range and the drift of the battery voltages as well as high
cost for measurement equipment were special challenges avoiding the IS from being applied
to mobile applications for online battery diagnosis.
To overcome the mentioned challenges multiple problems needed to be tackled: a proper
perturbation sequence with minimal hardware requirements as well as a data analysis with
low effort in memory consumption and computational power.
The perturbation of the device under test needs to be realized using a hardware as
simple as possible. In embedded applications powerful pulse forming hardware is too
expensive. The most suitable approach for excitation is a pulsed current. This can be
optimized offline [4] and stored for later Look Up Table-based excitation thus requiring minimal
memory for the excitation signal. In combination with a simple switch and a load resistance a
multispectral excitation of a battery can be realized at minimal hard- and software cost.
Voltage and current information are usually measured during the excitation process and
transformed into frequency domain after the process has been finished. A typical diagnosis
procedure generates more than 10MB of data. FFT-methods fail as they need to save and
reorder these data. A sample-by-sample data processing as the measurement data
are available is necessary to massively reduce the amount of required memory. Using filter
banks, modern DSP cores with their MAC/SIMD extensions allow fast and efficient
transformation of the measurement data from time to frequency domain with low effort in
computation time and memory consumption.
AC-Current
measurement

Multichannel AC-Voltage measurement

66mm

Power supply

Excitation block

Signal
conditioning
97mm

Fig. 1. Comparison of measurement data for classical and presented approach (left); developed
hardware for multispectral IS measurement in mobile applications with only 97x66mm footprint (right)
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Diffusion Related Electrochemical Noise
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The low-frequency region of non-equilibrium noise is normally dominated by the so-called
flicker noise which is usually considered to be of non fully clarified origin. However, the spectral
density of flicker noise behaves inversely proportional to the square root of frequency thus as a
natural assumption diffusion can be considered as one of the physical reasons.
As a first step, we have to clarify what should be considered as flicker noise. In
thermodynamic equilibrium the real part of immittance and the spectral density of noise are in
one-to-one correspondence:
SU   4kT Z   , or S I    4kTY  
(1)

 

 

An electrochemical cell can exhibit an -1/2 behavior in immittance and thus in noise spectra
even in equilibrium, however, since it is a pure equilibrium noise, we should consider it as a
flicker noise. On the other hand, Equation 1 permints the definition of the dimensionless noise
spectra (with the recommended name “relative noise spectra”):

S rel   

SU  
S I  
.

4kT Z   4kTY  

(2)

In thermodynamic equilibrium the value of the above expression must be constant and
equal to 1. Out of equilibrium it may or may not deviate from that value. We suggest to talk
about flicker noise when relative noise spectra shows proportionality to -1/2 .
In the present work examples are shown for different redox species how the concentration
and polarization influence the obtained flicker noise.
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Lithium-Air Batteries (LAB) are one of the most promising upcoming energy storage
devices. With a theoretical energy density of 11680 Wh/kg and a practical energy density
around 1700 Wh/kg a LAB has similar energy densities to gasoline. Furthermore a practical
energy density of 1700 Wh/kg would mean a 5-10 fold increase over todays Li-Ion Batteries
(LIB) with 100-200 Wh/kg [1].
Carbon materials are widely used in gas diffusion electrodes due to their high electronic
conductivity, relatively low costs and catalytic activity towards oxygen reduction reaction (ORR),
the cathodic reaction during discharging an air battery. During charging a lithium-air battery the
cathode is operated in oxygen evolution reaction (OER) mode. Carbon materials corrode in
OER mode, this leads to degradation and a power loss of the electrode. To improve long-term
stability and reduce side reactions as H2 and CO2 evolution in OER operation mode carbon-free
bi-functional cathodes for aqueous alkaline lithium-air batteries were prepared [2-5]. Gas
diffusion electrodes with silver catalysts show a high activity towards oxygen reduction reaction
in alkaline media but a rather poor activity towards oxygen evolution reaction. For the use in
future lithium-air batteries with an aqueous alkaline electrolyte the activity of such electrodes
must be improved significantly. Combinations of silver with promising oxide catalysts [6] show a
significant improvement in OER performance and also long-term stability. Gas diffusion
electrodes were electrochemically investigated in a half cell. In addition to cyclic voltammetry
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [7] was used for the electrochemical
characterization of the porous gas diffusion electrodes. Impedance spectra were recorded in the
frequency range from 100 mHz to 100 kHz at room temperature and 50°C, different
concentrations of LiOH, different potentials covering all the range of operation of the new
developed electrodes. Beside the impedance elements attributed to the structure of the
electrode and kinetic parameters of the ORR in the potential range of OER an additional
impedance contribution attributed to the formation of an oxide layer can be found.
To complete the electrochemical characterization SEM and XRD were used for the physical
and morphological investigations.
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Some electrochemical systems may exhibit inductive contributions to the overall frequency
response in particular at low frequencies. Prominent examples are for instance corroding
electrodes of Aluminium and Zirconium in the presence of chloride ions, mild steel in the
presence of CO2 at low pH value, PEM- and high temperature fuel cells under high load
conditions, PEM fuel cells in the presence of CO in the fuel or rechargeable batteries under high
current charging/discharging conditions. A lot of different mechanisms are under discussion
explaining very special situations, leading to inductive behaviour of electrochemical systems.
In this paper a theory is presented, which traces back the origin of some unexpected low
frequency reactance contributions in resistance-dominated systems to the dependency of the
Ohmic share of the impedance on a certain mediating magnitude.
This magnitude may be for instance the effective electrochemically active area in the above
mentioned examples of the corroding electrodes and the CO-poisoned PEM anodes. In the
case of batteries and fuel cells under high load, the magnitude may be the temperature of the
conducting material. Considering the PEM, the effective magnitude may be also the humidity of
the membrane. In all of these cases, the mediating magnitude influences the system’s real part
value of the conductivity, while the magnitude itself underlies long term changes in the form of a
relaxation process caused by the actual electric voltage and/or current.
It will be shown that sign and size of the change of conductivity and its relationship on
voltage and/or current decides which kind of low frequency reactance is observed. A capacitive
or an inductive controlled reactance may result. Remarkably in some cases, even a negative
real part of the impedance can be observed at the low frequency limit.
It has to be emphasized that the effects outlined above may be restricted to the resistive
share and therefore, neither capacitances nor inductances must be involved necessarily. The
theory is proved and tested by means of different easily understandable objects which can
reproduce quantitatively all of the above characterised regimes, depending on the relationship
between mediating magnitude and conductivity.
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Introduction
By using multiple frequency excitation, sensors can be used to measure multiple quantities
at a time by separating different effects on a frequency scale. A common evaluation method is
the complex nonlinear least squares regression of the spectral data with a suitable model to
determine the model parameters [1]. For this the model must be known which can be a problem
for real systems with many unknown influences. This can lead to models with many parameters
which leads to high computational effort for the parameter calculation especially in embedded
applications like smart sensors. The analysis method presented below is aimed to provide
comparable results with minimal computational effort. The approach is based on the linear
preprocessing of the tasselled cap algorithm [2] for spectral data sets and combined with
methods of sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity-based approach also allows an evaluation of the
characteristic behavior of an impedance-related measurand without explicit knowledge of the
model equation.
Linear Projection
Under the assumption that the impedance is continuously differentiable with respect to the
model parameters x1 to xm, the functional relation of the impedance Z can be described by a
~

linear approximation Z based on Taylor series expansion at an operation point (OP):

=∑

∆

+

.

(1)

A weighted sum of p approximated impedances can be rearranged as a weighted sum of
the derivatives and the weighted sum of the constants of the individual impedances.

∑

=∑

∑

∆

+∑

,

(2)

By a choosing suitable set of weighting coefficients an the weighted sum of the linear
~

approximations Z can be made sensitive to only one parameter and normalized at the same
time. To obtain the corresponding weighting coefficients an, a system of linear equations formed
by the sensitivity of the impedance (squared brackets in Eq. (2)) and the wanted sensitivity of
the linear approximation the must be solved.
For the case that only a single parameter is needed the problem can be reduced to a single
linear equation y = q Δx + r where y is defined by Eq. (2) and q and r are the derivatives and
offset of the corresponding parameter derived from Eq. (1). The final parameter x is then
xOP+Δx.
Experimental
The entire method will demonstrated and evaluated by estimating two parameters of the
finite Warburg model with reflective boundary condition [3] from simulated impedance spectra.
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The structure of extended viologens contains redox active pyridinium functions separated
by a p-phenylene spacer. Our recent studies of six oligomers reported the single molecule
conductivity [1], the transfer of periodicity to the deterministic chaos [2] and the verification of
the Feigenbaum constant [3]. The present communication will show that the oligomer having
three repetitive viologen units yields at potentials in the vicinity of the formal redox potential the
negative differential resistance (NDR).

Fig. 1. The complex impedance plot for reduction of extended viologen at four potentials near the standard
redox potential. Panels C and D show NDR. Solvent was acetonitrile. The electrode was the mercury drop

Resulting current oscillations are triggered by a small signal perturbation. Curiously, the
Fourier spectrum shows the presence only of the odd harmonics of the perturbation frequency.
th
Higher harmonics are of large amplitude and they are observed up to the 7 harmonic
frequency. The observed effect will be interpreted in line with similar rare observations in
enzymatic reactions, in acoustics and few other fields of physics. The selective generation of
odd harmonics is related to the theory of the stochastic resonance [4].

Fig. 2. The Fourier transform of the current-time series observed during the reduction of extended viologen
at the half-wave potential. Only the odd harmonics are observed
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Recently a new concept named Dual Membrane Fuel Cell (dmFC) has been developed and
proved [1, 2]. It combines the advantages and eliminates the disadvantages of both Solid Oxide
Fuel Cell (SOFC) and Proton Conducting Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (pSOFC) in respect to the water
formation. The main idea consists in joining the anode part of a pSOFC with the cathode part of
a SOFC by means of a central membrane (CM) where the water is produced and evacuated.
Thus the cell consists of three independent chambers for hydrogen, oxygen and water which
could be separately optimized. The key-point of dmFC development is the design and
fabrication of the porous CM, which has to combine high mixed ion conductivity with sufficient
porosity necessary for the evacuation of the water produced in this layer.
The aim of this study is an optimization of the CM. The mixed ion conductivity of the CM
was ensured by a composite material based on proton conducting BaCe0,85Y0,15O2,925 (BCY15)
and oxide ion conducting Ce0,85Y0,15O1,925 (YDC15) electrolytes. The dmFC concept was proved
using simplified prototype cells made of three layers, anion conducting electrolyte/central
membrane/proton conducting electrolyte i.e. of BCY15/CM/YDC15 assembly with Pt electrodes.
However, the application of composite structure decreases the effective triple phase boundary
(BCY/YDC/pore) length and increases the ionic transport pathway tourtuosity which causes
enhancement of the CM internal resistance. Additional difficulties arise from the difference in the
sinterability and thermal expansion of the two materials. The best solution towards optimization
of the dmFC should be the replacement of the composite CM with mixed ion conducting single
ceramic phase.
Dedicated impedance measurements concerning registration and evaluation of mixed ion
conductivity in BCY were performed. They were based on the hypothesis for presence of oxide
ion conductivity due to the oxygen vacancies in the material. The measurements were
performed on symmetrical half cells Pt/BCY15/Pt in dry and wet hydrogen and oxygen at
working temperatures (600-700°C) (Fig. 1). The obtained results confirmed the presence of high
proton and oxide ion conductivity.

Fig. 1. Arrhenius plots of BCY15 in air (▲) and in wet hydrogen (□).

This result opens a pathway for the development of a new generation of dmFC in which
YDC15 is replaced with BCY15. This a “monolithic” design strongly simplifies the technology
and the cell construction [3].
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Amidoboranes
Amidoboranes (MNH2BH3) constitute an important family of solid state hydrogen stores due
to very mild temperature conditions of hydrogen desorption (onset at 70–100°C) and relatively
high hydrogen content (7–14 wt.%) [1]. Amidoboranes are also considered as a promising
source of hydrogen for low temperature fuel cells. Amidoboranes of numerous metals (Li, Na, K,
Mg, Ca, Sr, Y) have been so far characterized. Solely potassium amidoborane evolve hydrogen
without impurities [2]. In our previous studies we have reported that upon heating of light alkali
metal amidoboranes evolved hydrogen is polluted with traces of ammonia, which is a poison of
PEM fuel cells [3, 4]. The ammonia desorption can be correlated with an endothermic process
(40–60°C) preceding evolution of hydrogen (70–100°C).
We performed the first solid-state impedance studies of amidoboranes discovering high
ionic conductivity of these materials (σ = 2.3 mS/cm, Ea = 158 kJ/mol for NaAB) [4]. We
assigned a characteristic variation of electric conductivity of amidoboranes during isothermal
–
measurements at c.a. 50°C with a transformation of NH2BH3 anions to pentameric anions
–
(BH3NH2BH2NH2BH3 ) which are formed in parallel with ammonia evolution [6].
3 MNH2BH3 → M(BH3NH2BH2NH2BH3) + NH3↑ + [2M]

(1)

Conductivity and dielectric properties undergo further significant change upon thermal
decomposition of amidoboranes providing a deep insight into the chemical nature of this
process. The studies clearly demonstrate that powder impedance spectroscopy is a powerful
tool for monitoring processes related to hydrogen release from solid state hydrogen stores.
Novel EIS cell for highly reactive powders
We have performed EIS experiments by using a novel cell designed for the investigation of
highly reactive powder samples without an exposure to atmospheric air and moisture. The
powder sample is placed directly between the electrodes without any modifications (Fig .1). By
using the novel experimental setup it is possible to register high quality impedance spectra for
very reactive samples under simultaneous control of both temperature and pressure.

Fig. 1. Novel EIS cell scheme (left), equivalent circuit used for fitting of impedance response for alkali
metal amidoboranes (middle) and normalized complex resistivity plots of amidoboranes at RT (right)
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In dye sensitized solar cells, DSSC, the electrons generated by photon absorption through
the dye molecules appears in the bulk of the semi-conducting oxide material and mostly not in
direct vicinity to the current collecting photo-anode. The efficiency of a DSSC may therefore
suffer from the competition between charge transport- and loss processes. Intensity modulated
photo spectroscopy of current, IMPS, and voltage, IMVS, are popular techniques for their
investigation and the results are usually interpreted in terms of trapped electron diffusion- and
recombination time constants [1].
The idea behind ignores the porous nature of the oxide material, what motivated some
authors for the development of more appropriate alternative models. L. Bay and K. West [2]
proposed a transmission line model, TLM, approach assuming a charge transport- and loss
distributed over the grains of the porous oxide. This way, DSSC built from nano-porous oxide
materials can be successfully modelled, but the dynamics of DSSC built from highly ordered
TiO2-nano-tubes or ZnO-nano-rods cannot be simulated with the same accuracy. The reason is
that the TLM model after L. Bay and K. West does not take into account the contributions of the
dedicated areas on the pore ground and at the tube / rod end (electrolyte side) to the overall
response.
The authors will present an analytical model, which can be understood as photo-electrical
equivalence to the very complete Homogeneous Pores Model after H. Göhr [3]. In the
corresponding TLM terminating elements consider the contribution of the pore ground and the
top area to the impedance as well as to the photoelectric transfer functions IMPS and IMVS.
The model was used for the efficiency analysis of complete thin film DSSC built from TiO2-nanotubes grown on Ti-metal [4]. The results will be presented.
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The present paper aims at investigating the application of Dielectric Impedance
Spectroscopy (DIS) for motor oils quality evaluation which is essential both for the transport and
economy sectors.
Motor oils quality is evaluated on the basis of a big number of parameters (over 40),
applying time-consuming destructive physical and chemical tests. The lubricating properties,
which are dependent on the viscosity and oiliness, are of leading importance for all types of oils.
Viscosity is accepted as the basic physico-mechanical parameter, while oiliness can be
regarded as a “hidden” potential quality parameter of the oil. It is evaluated with a set of
properties which ensure lubricating effect at thickness of the film, which is small enough to
eliminate the viscosity effect.
The classical methods used for characterisation of the quality of motor oils are slow and
time-consuming. Dielectric Impedance Spectroscopy (DIS) has been successfully applied for
electrical properties investigation of a wide range of low conductivity liquid and solid
compounds.
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Fig. 1. Effective capacity of 3 different samples of motor oils

At this stage of the research sufficient sensitivity of the method has been registered which
ensures registration of the different nature of natural and synthetic motor oils. The enhancement
of the effective capacity at low frequencies increases from 103 up to 104 times. The careful
measurements of synthetic oils from different companies show identical behaviour. The most
interesting frequency range is below 0.1 Hz. The obtained results confirm the high selectivity of
the technique which will be further developed as a method for non-destructive estimation of
motor oils lubricating properties including the influence of specialised additives.
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Permittivity Impedance Spectroscopy was applied for water behaviour studies in non polarizable functional ceramics used as central membranes in a new design of solid oxide fuel
cell (dmFC). Series of measurements of composite BaCe0.85Y0.15O2.925/Ce0.85 Y0.15O1.925
(BCY/YDC) and single material (BCY) membranes with proton and oxide-ion conductivity were
performed. The influence of both the materials and the pore former (graphite and starch) on the
water behaviour in the membrane was investigated. A working hypothesis based on preliminary
impedance investigation of central membranes for the formation dipole of the water - based
structure on the pores walls was created. The experimental results showed that wetting causes
a gigantic enhancement of the real component of the capacitance at lower frequencies. This
enhancement is very high and reaches (4 - 5 orders). Which confirms the hypothesis for
formation of organized dipole structures, often called dipole micelles.

Fig.1. Permittivity measurements of composite membrane BCY/YDC of porous
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Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is an important technique for diagnosis of
electrochemical systems [1]. The results after analyzing EIS can be correlated to physical and
material properties of the system. Analytical expressions for impedance are available in
literature for a simple electron transfer reaction under semi-infinite and finite (Warburg) one
dimensional diffusion of soluble species, for small amplitude perturbations. However, they are
not valid for large amplitude perturbations, or for more complicated reactions.
In this work, we solve the governing equations for one dimensional mass transport and an
electron transfer reaction, without linearization, under pseudo potentiostatic and pseudo
galvanostatic methods for arbitrary amplitude perturbations. The first reaction investigated was
k

1

 B  e  . The results under small amplitude perturbations were compared with the
A 


k2

results of analytical expressions, to validate the code. The method was extended to large
amplitude perturbations and the results are shown in Fig.1. Impedance at low frequency and the
charge transfer resistance decrease with a decrease in DC potential (results not shown) or with
an increase in AC perturbation amplitude (Fig.1). The charge transfer resistance and the
parameter σ are obtained as a function of perturbation amplitude.

Fig.1. Effect of AC potential amplitude on impedance spectra of an electron transfer reaction with diffusion
-9

2

of soluble species. Pseudo potentiostatic mode is employed. Parameters: DA=DB=10 m /s; δ=0.1mm;
3
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2

CAinit=CBinit=CA =CB =100 mol/m ; k10=k20=10 m/s; α=0.5; Vdc=0.1V vs. OCP, Cdl=20µF/cm




The method was extended to another mechanism involving absorbed species, viz.
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and the results (not shown) indicate that under the combined
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 e  
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effect of diffusion and reaction limitation, a combination of equivalent circuit for the reaction and
Warburg model are inadequate to model the resulting spectra.
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The corrosion inhibition of cyclohexylamine dithiocarbamate (C6DTC) for aluminium in 1 M
HCl solution is investigated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), potentiodynamic
polarization and weight loss techniques. Our results suggest that C6DTC is a good inhibitor and
it behaves as a mixed-type inhibitor for aluminium in the acid solution. Both anodic and cathodic
processes on the metal surface are suppressed. Moreover, there is a direct relationship
between the concentration of C6DTC or the time of dipping and the inhibition efficiency. The
inhibition takes place through the adsorption of C6DTC on the metal surface and this can be
explained from the equivalent circuit analysis of the EIS results. Weight loss experiments are
carried out with aluminium samples in 1 M HCl solution at room temperature. An adsorption
isotherm model was fitted to the results to evaluate the relevant thermodynamic parameters.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to image the surface at the different stages of the
corrosion inhibition processes. Physisorption and chemisorption of C6DTC molecules onto the
aluminium surface can be concluded as a function of concentration.

Fig.1. Nyquist plots of the EIS measurements for pure aluminium in 1.0 M HCl solution after immersion of
-6
-6
the aluminium samples in different molar concentrations of the inhibitor 1) 0, 2) 2.0 x10 , 3) 8.0 x10 , 4)
-5
-4
-4
-3
-3
3.0 x10 , 5) 1.0 x10 , 6) 5.0 x10 , 7) 2.0 x10 and 8) 8.0 x10
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The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a powerful method that permits to evaluate
the kinetic and transport phenomena of electrochemical systems [1, 2]. As it characterizes the
linear response of electrochemical systems, it is based on the same concept as linear stability
analysis: linearization. It can be used for the investigation of dynamic instabilities in
electrochemical systems. In impedance spectroscopy, bifurcations are represented by zero
impedance or admittance [3-7].
In this paper, we investigate a Hopf and a saddle-node bifurcation in a model
electrocatalytic process with a preceding chemical reaction in the Nernst diffusion layer and the
potential-dependent adsorption/desorption of electroactive species at spherical, cylindrical and
planar electrodes under potentiostatic conditions. These bifurcations evoke oscillatory and
bistable dynamics in non-equilibrium systems [8].
We will show that a form of electrode plays a role in the appearance of dynamic instabilities
in the electrochemical system. The potential range where the Hopf instability can be realized is
the largest in the case of a planar electrode and it is the smallest for a spherical electrode. Such
a decrease in electrode symmetry is a risen for a decrease in the range of saddle-node
instability. This can be observed in Fig. 1 where the Nyquist diagrams at the Hopf bifurcation
points and the saddle-node ones for a different form of electrode are presented.

Fig.1. The Nyquist diagrams at (a) the Hopf bifurcation points and (b) the saddle-node ones for a different
form of electrode: 1 – plane; 2 – cylinder; 3 – sphere
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LIKE. SOFIA
Welcome to Sofia, a city of contradictions: ancient yet modern, mysterious yet
accessible, but above all timeless, cosmopolitan, elegant, and vibrant. There's no
better place to visit if you're looking for cultural riches and diverse activities (not to
mention friendly locals). Sofia is Europe's second oldest capital city and 7000 years of
existence have gifted it a unique atmosphere all of its very own.
Unlike many Central and Eastern European capital cities, all of Sofia's sights aren't
compacted into a tiny Old Town, but spread out throughout this large and vibrant
capital, waiting to be found. The city of over 1,250,000 people has a long and turbulent
history that adds to the complexities of its current layout.
Huge contrasts can be found in Sofia's city centre: Roman ruins and ancient
Cathedrals are surrounded by grey Stalinist architecture, while sprawling block housing
stands next to pre-war structures and tree-lined Neoclassical streets. Meanwhile, all
that can be seen from 500 years of Ottoman domination is one functioning mosque.
Stylish restaurants, chic bars, and buzzing nightclubs mean that night time need never
be boring, whilst the many and varied theatres, concert halls ensure there's always a
more relaxed alternative.
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LIKE. PLOVDIV
Plovdiv – the ancient Philipopolis is one of the oldest towns in Europe. It was inhabited
by the Thracians, Romans, Goths, Slavs and Ottomans whose traces have virtually
turned the town into a museum.
Plovdiv is the second largest city in Bulgaria situated 150 km to the east of Sofia. Its
distinctive location on these ancient crossroads has stimulated strong cultural and
political influences from East and West civilizations, and yet maintained its unique
cultural identity. Being older than most of the oldest towns like Rome, Athens, Carthage
or Constantinople, and almost contemporary of Troy, it is a town built upon layers of
towns and a culture developed upon layers of cultures.
Plovdiv is a picturesque metropolis, with many parks and gardens, and museums. The
city has more than 200 archaeological sites. Many remains from antiquity – Plovdiv is
among the few cities with two ancient theatres; remains of the medieval walls and
towers; Ottoman baths and mosques. Its old part, called the Old town, with houses
from the National Revival period (18-19th century), is an imposing open-air museum
situated on the three hills of the ancient Trimontium.
Plovdiv is also famous as the city of painters, a Bulgarian Mon Martre of sorts.
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Electron Transfer Kinetics in a Series of Expanded Pyridiniums and its
Correlation with Steric Constraint around N-pyridinio Site
M. Hromadová1*, Š. Lachmanová1, L. Pospíšil1,2, J. Fortage3, G. Dupeyre3, Ch.
Perruchot3 and P. Lainé3
1
J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry of ASCR, v.v.i., Prague, Czech Republic
2
Institute of Organic Chemistry and Electrochemistry of ASCR, v.v.i., Prague, Czech
Republic
3
Université Paris Diderot, ITODYS, UMR 7086 CNRS, Paris, France
*
hromadom@jh-inst.cas.cz
In our previous work we showed that reduction of the expanded pyridinium compounds (see
Fig. 1) is a two-electron process. Depending on the steric constraint around the N-pyridinio site,
electrons are transferred either in single-step or stepwise. When the hybridization change of N
atom is hindered, the first reduction is a one-electron process [1].

Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of the type of structural distortion and its relation to the potential
compression/inversion.

In this contribution we obtained electron transfer kinetics parameters for a series of
expanded pyridinium compounds using impedance techniques, mainly AC polarography and AC
voltammetry. Dimethyl sulfoxide was used as a solvent in order to suppress possible adsorption
effects. The data analysis used a set of impedance vectors measured from 10 Hz to 100 kHz
and consisted of several steps. Firstly the solution resistance was evaluated as the high
frequency limit of the complex impedance diagram and was subtracted from all data vectors.
The absence of adsorption capacitance Ca was verified and the double-layer capacitance Cdl
was subtracted. Resulting faradaic admittance values were used for determination of the
heterogeneous rate constants k(E) as a function of DC potential E from the dependence of the
-1/2
faradaic phase angle  (cotg  = Yf( )'/ Yf( )'') on 
at each potential. The procedure of
extraction of the faradaic admittance vector Yf( ) from the experimental vectors Y( )
progressively introduces numerical uncertainty caused by subtraction of two numbers of close
values. As a result each numerical step limits the reliability of data at highest frequencies and
0
the standard rate constant values k obtained by this procedure are accurate to about 10%.
0
Even with this uncertainty we were able to show that experimentally obtained values k fall
within two groups and differ roughly by one order of magnitude. These groups correlate with
observation of one step or stepwise two electron reduction processes for individual expanded
pyridiniums. In other words first ET process is faster in the case of stepwise ET, whereas it is
much slower, when one two-electron reduction wave is observed, in which case ET is
accompanied by a large intramolecular structural rearrangement [2].
This work was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic (GACR 14-05180S) and
Grant Agency of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic (M200401202).
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Adsorption of N–butyl-N–ethyl-2,6–dinitro-4–(trifluoromethyl)aniline on
Gold(111) Substrate
R. Sokolová1*, V. Kolivoška1, M. Hromadová1 and M. Gál2
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2
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*
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N–butyl-N–ethyl-2,6–dinitro-4–(trifluoromethyl)aniline (Benfluralin) is a dinitroaniline
herbicide registered for use on lettuce. It acts by the microtubule assembly inhibition. Most of
pesticides and their metabolites are very stable in soil. Their accumulation at the interface plays
an important role in the contamination of environment.
Adsorption properties of benfluralin were investigated by AC polarography. The imaginary
admittance component Y'' ~ 2πfC was recorded as a function of the electrode potential, with C
being the double layer capacity. The capacitance of the double layer of electrode reflects very
sensitively changes of the interfacial structure at the surfaces. This allows discrimination of a
simple adsorption process and a slow transition of structure of adsorption film controlled by the
mechanism of nucleation. The aim of this contribution is to obtain the information about
nucleation kinetics and mechanism of growth of the film on the electrode from the time
dependence of the double layer capacitance. The phase transition may lead to the reorientation
within the adsorbed layer. These measurements are performed on the mercury drop electrode
[1].
The ability of benfluralin molecules to form an adsorbed layer was studied at single crystal
gold(111) electrode by impedance spectroscopy (Fig. 1). The scanning probe techniques
(atomic force microscopy AFM and scanning tunneling microscopy STM) were used for
characterization of the layer of benfluralin on the gold(111) substrate.

Fig. 1. EIS on single crystal Au(111) electrode in the configuration of hanging meniscus in 0.4 mM
K3Fe(CN)6 in 0.1 M KF a) in the presence and b) absence of benfluralin layer
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The Effect of Temperature and Humidity on Proton Conductivity of
Polybenzimidazole Based Electrolyte Membrane
S. Avramov1*, I. Radev1, E. Lefterova1, E. Slavcheva1, V. Sinigerski2 and H. Penchev2
1
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Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 10 Acad. G. Bonchev St., 1113 Sofia, Bulgaria
2
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1113 Sofia, Bulgaria
*stefavramov@gmail.com
The simplest element in the periodic system - the hydrogen, appears to be the best mean
for storage of energy from renewable sources such as solar, wind, etc. Polymer electrolyte
membrane (PEM) water electrolysis has a remarkable efficiency in producing hydrogen with
very high purity. Using the most common perfluorsulfonic acid based membranes (Nafion), the
0
working temperature of the process is limited to 80 C, while from thermodynamic point of view
higher temperatures will improve the efficiency. The optimization of the temperature range can
be done using PEMs with different chemical structure, resistible to severe conditions. Potentially
suitable membranes in that case are the polybenzimidazole (PBI) based membranes having a
0
temperature working zone extended up to 180 C.
One of the most important factors for the efficiency of the electrolysis is the proton
conductivity of the membrane at varying operating conditions. The electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy is a powerful technique for carrying out such measurements. However, in order to
obtain reliable results, proper experimental set up and testing protocols are needed. After
developing a simple laboratory test cell and a testing procedure calibrated with commercial
®
membranes (Nafion & Celtec-P based), in this work we have studied the effect of temperature
and humidity on the proton conductivity of three in-house prepared PBI based membranes –
mCeltec-P, pCeltec-P, and AB-PBI. All samples have demonstrated highest proton conductivity
-1
o
o
(around 200 mS.cm ) at working temperature range 90-100 C which sustains up to 110-120 C
and then gradually decreases. The observed deterioration in the proton conductivity most
probably is due to leaching of the phosphoric acid from the membrane. Although the results
obtained are very encouraging, additional improvements in the chemical structure are required
before these membranes could be considered for application in HT-PEFC and HT-PEWE.
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Reliability Test of a Bio-Electrical Impedance Device with Varying Contact
Area of Electrodes
J. Bae*, J. Kim and Y. Kim
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*
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The bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is a recently developed technique that estimates
body compositions based on the non-invasive measurements of the distribution of water and
electrolytes in the body by analyzing body’s electrical responses to source voltages. Some
devices based on the BIA technique attempted to estimate ionogram, hormones, biochemical
substances, neurotransmitters, oxidative stress, and so on.
One of these new BIA-based devices include the DDFAO (MEDI.L.D, France), which
applies a low voltage across pairs of the six electrodes that are contacted symmetrically to the
forehead, both hands and both feet. By the current response for a given voltage, it estimates the
concentration of interstitial gas that reflects acidity level of internal body, oxygenation of blood
and equilibrium pH.
To accurately measure the electrolytes or some substances in the body using BIA,
measurement guideline related on variability of contact area between electrodes and body is
required to maintain constant measurement conditions.
In this study, we evaluate the repeatability of some interstitial gas parameters with varying
contact area of palm electrodes of the DDFAO and show that a stable estimation values can be
obtained when the contact areas between the electrodes and the palms are larger than the
cross-sectional area of the wrist of subjects.
To modulate the contact area of the palm electrodes, disposable Ag-AgCl electrodes (with
2

the contact area of 1π cm for a single electrode) were used. We changed the contact area from
2

2

10π cm down to 1π cm by removing the electrode one by one sequentially. The contact areas
of the forehead electrodes and feet electrodes were kept constant.
We conducted three times repeated measures for three subjects for each ten levels of
contact area of the palm electrodes, and obtained DDFAO-estimated values for five interstitial
gas parameters of pH, H+, HCO3-, PCO2, PO2. The study assumption was that the average
values of the interested parameters were constant if contact area was bigger than a threshold
value. To test this assumption, we carried out K-means clustering analysis to determine the
threshold of the contact area (number of clusters: 2).
As a result, for subject 1, the interstitial gas parameters were segmented into two parts of
2

2

2

the contact area (1~4πcm and 5~10πcm ). The area clustering was 1~6πcm and 7~10πcm
2

2

2

for subject 2, 1~7πcm and 8~10πcm for subject 3. We found that the threshold value of the
2

2

contact area existed, which was approximately each subject’s wrist area (3.72π cm , 5.56π cm ,
2

6.71π cm , respectively).
This feasibility study implies that the contact area of palm electrodes should be comparable
or larger than the wrist area to show repeatability and accuracy of the BIA technique of the
device at hand. Clinical test with more subjects is required to confirm the above results.
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Electrochemical Studies of Monolithic Dual Membrane Fuel Cell in
Reversible Mode
I. Genov*, Z. Stoynov, D. Vladikova and Е. Mladenova
Academician Evgeni Budevski Institute of Electrochemistry and Energy Systems-BAS,
Acad. G. Bonchev Str., Bl. 10, 1113 Sofia, Bulgaria
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The processes of water formation and transportation in a porous central membrane (CM) in
a new monolithic design of a solid oxide fuel cell [1,2] based on BaCe0.85Y0.15O2.925 (BCY15), are
studied by DC electrochemical investigations. Measurements of a cell with configuration
Pt׀BCY15dense ׀BCY15 porous ׀BCY15dense ׀Pt in both fuel cell and electrolyser regimes are carried
out. Previously capacitive tests indicate that a dipole film is formed on the surface of the pores
in the central membrane [3]. The formation of such a layer at working conditions could lead to
decrease of the cell internal resistance. An observation of the process of water formation and
transportation in the central membrane could be done by precisely I/V and impedance
measurements.
Both voltage/time and resistance/time dependencies are carried out. The obtained results
show that in fuel cell mode the internal resistance of the system is decreasing, which is in
agreement with the hypothesis for formation of a dipole water- based layer.
The voltage/time dependence determined in an electrolyser mode confirms a dissociation
process of the water formed in the CM. The results show that BCY15 is а suitable electrolyser
material since the water dissociation occurs without application of a special catalyst for
enhancement of water splitting.
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Benzimidazole Nitronyl Nitroxide-1-hydroxy-3-oxides (HBNNs) are molecules which contain
exchangeable protons in their N-OH groups. HBNNS are generally quite insoluble in organic
solvents due to intermolecular hydrogen bonding. These compounds may have a propensity for
proton conductivity. For this purpose, we have prepared a HBNN functionalized polymer
(SBNN1) by chemical modification of a commercially available polymer.
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) was applied for the analysis of proton
conductivity of SBNN1. We hereby present results of these proton conductivity measurements,
in comparison to that of Nafion, performed under different conditions.
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Electrochemical methods of analysis has received a great attention in the enormously large
field of Life Sciences at least because of two reasons – first of all, owing to the exclusive role of
bioelectrochemical processes at fundamental levels of living matter organization, and second
due to specific features of these methods. Some of their advantages as noninvasiveness,
sensitivity and inexpensiveness enlarged the reputation of analytical electrochemistry and
established its techniques as indispensable tools for research of broad spectrum of problems in
Biosciences. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) [1-3], on its own, has long been
recognized as an extremely informative tool, especially in areas of investigation where contacts
between different phases are involved. Biomembranes and their artificial analogs [4, 5] are just
such kind of interfaces where the EIS accuracy and sensitivity have already said their heavy
word [6]. Most promising results, however, pointing out to a plethora of practical applications,
have been obtained with lipid structures deposited on rigid substrates [7, 8]. In the present work
we have tried to evaluate the influence of cholesterol on the physicochemical parameters of
solid-supported liquid films of lipids, revealed by their specific impedance behavior at different
frequencies. The results definitely suggest that cholesterol exert prominent condensing effect on
the films, which is demonstrated via the changes in impedance parameters. This is in
accordance with commonly accepted role of cholesterol in biological membranes and model
systems, which is based on a large body of experimental evidences [9].
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Supercapacitor eletrodes require specific characteristics, such as high conductivity and
surface area, suitable porosity, chemical/thermal stability and corrosion resistance. The
development of new functional materials with higher specific capacitances is a key milestone to
boost the wider application of supercapacitors. In this perspective, of transition metal oxides
nanostructured films present interesting features for pseudocapacitor electrodes.
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy can be very helpful to better understand the
electrochemical behavior of supercapacitor electrodes.
In this work, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was applied to assess the
electrochemical behavior of metallic oxide electrodes obtained from transition metals
electrodeposited on stainless steel substrates. The electrochemical impedance tests were
carried in 1M KOH using a 3 electrodes electrochemical cell.
The results showed that the EIS response is sensitive to the potential applied to the
electrode i.e. on the electrode state-of-charge.
The electrochemical response of the electrodes was detailed by fitting the EIS spectra. For
this purpose various electrochemical circuits are proposed and discussed.
The results show that EIS is a powerful tool to extract information regarding the capacitive
and resistive contributions of the metallic oxide electrodes under different applied bias.
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Theoretical analysis of the faradaic impedance for the step-wise reaction O + e → Y, Y + e →
R has been performed, provided that soluble [1-3] or insoluble [4] final product (e.g., metal
deposit) is formed. No equivalent circuit (EC) was proposed in the previous investigations [1, 2]
until it was found [3] that the general expression for faradaic impedance [2]

YF 

1
1
1 b/ s

Z F R 1  c / s  d / s

(1)

(s = jj =  1 corresponds to an equivalent circuit N1 (Fig. 1) composed of five elements.
At the same time, we proposed EC N2 [5], which rigorously followed from analytical expressions
and contained less sub-circuits. Since two different CE have been proposed for description of
the same mechanism, we analyzed both EC so as to shed light on their possible interrelation.
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Fig. 1. Faradaic EC (solid lines) according to Refs, [3] (N1) and [5] (N 2). Non-faradaic elements, viz. the
solution resistance R and the double-layer impedance Qdl, are also shown

The structure of the interconvertible EC N2 follows from the rearrangement of Eq. (1)::
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,
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(2)

(3)

whereY0i are constants of the respective Warburg admittances, whose complex conductivity is
1/2
expressed by Y =Y0(j) . The EC N2 contains less (four) elements displaced in two parallel
[RW] subcircuits.
Both EC yield the same impedance spectra, if and only if the condition

C2 = R1Y01 Y02

(4)

is satisfied. As this takes place, the interrelations between elements of the two EC can be
obtained. The EC N2 is preferable due to more clear physical sense.
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LIKE. BOROVETS
Borovets, the first and most famous Bulgarian mountain resort, is situated on the
northern slopes of the Rila Mountain at an altitude of 1300 meters. It was originally
established at the end of the 19th Century as a hunting place for the Bulgarian Kings.
The resort enjoys a perfect location right at the foot of Mount Musala (2925 m), the
highest peak on the Balkans. Only 72 km away from Sofia and just 126 km away from
Plovdiv, Borovets is easily accessible from most parts of Bulgaria.
Borovets boasts stunning scenery, sun and of course a great variety of ski runs – 24
tracks with a total length of 58 km. The ski runs offer various degrees of difficulty levels
and traffic intensity and are suitable for beginners as well as for advanced and expert
skiers.
As an all-year resort, during the warmer months Borovets offers some glorious
mountain walks with spectacular views and the cleanest, crispiest air. The resort is the
perfect start for all kinds of summer adventures: hiking, mountain biking, kayaking,
sport fishing, horseback riding, zip lining, shooting, golf and much more.
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